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	The SAS Storage Architecture book is intended as a tutorial and to serve as

	classroom materials for the training MindShare delivers on this subject. It

	should be considered a companion to the SAS standard, helping to clarify and

	explain the concepts and provide the motivation for decisions that were made

	in the creation of the standard and decisions that will need to be made by

	adopters of it. While the author was given permission by the SCSI Trade Associ-

	ation to use illustrations from the materials that went into the standard, this

	book does not attempt to recreate material from it that should rightly be consid-

	ered reference material.

	SAS (Serial Attached SCSI) is the serial storage interface that has been designed to replace and upgrade SCSI, by far the most popular storage interface for high-performance systems for many years. Retaining backward compatibility with the millions of lines of code written to support SCSI devices, SAS incorporates recent advances in high-speed serial design to provide better performance, better reliability and enhanced capabilities, all at a lower cost. SAS will be a significant part of many future high-performance storage systems, and hardware designers, system validation engineers, device driver developers and others working in this area will need a working knowledge of it. SAS Storage Architecture provides a comprehensive guide to the SAS standard. The book contains descriptions and numerous examples of the concepts presented, using the same building block approach as other MindShare offerings. This book details important concepts relating to the design and implementation of storage networks. Specific topics of interest include: SATA Compatibility


	Expander devices

	Discovery Process

	Connection protocols

	Arbitration of competing connection requests

	Flow Control protocols

	ACK/NAK protocol

	Primitives construction and uses

	Frames format, definition, used of each field

	Error checking mechanisms

	Description of responsibilities for each layer:

	Application layer mode and log pages

	Transport Layer frame construction

	Port Layer call center model

	Link Layer establish and maintain connections

	Phy Layer OOB, Initialization, and Reset

	Physical Layer connectors and cables

	Serial Support serial transmission support requirements

	The future of SAS competition with SATA and Fibre Channel in the server marketplace
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Creating Flash Advertising: From Concept to Tracking - Microsites, Video Ads and More (Hands-On Guide Series)Focal Press, 2007

	Advertising online has come to have a not-so-favorable reputation with Internet
	users. Combine that reputation with the often uninformed opinion that Flash is for
	creating exceptionally annoying banners or website intros that are bloated in file
	size and you’ve got a recipe for disaster. On the other hand, when done correctly,...
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System-Ergonomic Design of Cognitive Automation: Dual-Mode Cognitive Design of Vehicle Guidance and Control Work SystemsSpringer, 2010
Why this book? Simply because it is due. Cognitive automation and its system-ergonomic introduction into work systems have been advanced in the meantime to such a degree that already applications for operational work systems are slowly becoming reality. This book shall contribute to give system designers some more guidelines about designing work...
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Unstoppable Teams: The Four Essential Actions of High-Performance LeadershipHarperCollins, 2019

	
		Three-time Navy SEAL platoon commander and founder of Perfect Fitness reveals how to put together teams that can accomplish any objective—by leveraging an unexpected set of values and priorities.

		

		SEALs and civilians operate in extremely different environments, but what makes both kinds of teams excel comes...
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The Rough Guide to Toronto 4 (Rough Guide Travel Guides)Rough Guides, 2006

	The Rough Guide to Toronto tells you all there is to know about one of Canada’s most diverse and vibrant cities. From the heights of the CN Tower to catching a baseball game at the SkyDome, the 16-page full-colour introduction pinpoints all of the city’s highlights. In addition there are two, new full-colour, 4-page inserts on...
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English Vocabulary In Use : ElementaryCambridge University Press, 1999
The first in the family of best-selling vocabulary reference and practice books from elementary to advanced level. Vocabulary is clearly presented and contextualized on left-hand pages with practice activities on facing right-hand pages. This book is primarily designed as a self-study reference and practice text but it can also be used for...
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Secure PHP Development: Building 50 Practical ApplicationsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Your in-depth guide to designing and developing secure PHP applications
It’s a hacker’s dream come true: over one million Web sites are now vulnerable to attack through recently discovered flaws in the PHP scripting language. So how do you protect your site? In this book, bestselling author Mohammed Kabir provides all the tools...
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